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Now members can go to the National Society web page and go directly to Shopping in 

the Insignia Store. There is a listing of ALL pins in the catalogue of the National 

Insignia web site. The Insignia store updates the pins that are coming available to 

members, each week. If it is in the catalog and not in the store, it is NOT discontinued 

and will be available as manufacturing resumes from the pandemic. If a pin selected 

needs verification, the order will initiate a confirmation and notification by e-mail is sent 

if service and/or contributions allow purchase of the selected pin. Commemorative pins 

do not need verified, such as Santa Fe Trail and Madonna pins (which every Kansas 

Daughter should consider). 

 

The NIP has many of the sites that will help answer questions about pins and members 

are encouraged  to visit the “Let's Talk Pins” on the Insignia Committee Webpage of the 

DAR Members' Website. Many questions are ones that may be answered already. 

Join the unofficial closed Facebook pate, “Let's Talk Pins,” to discuss pins. To join, 

you'll need your name, National number and chapter. 

 

Questions for the Kansas report are: 

Chapter______________: members____________; ______ members with Insignia; 

_______members with Kansas State pin; ___Programs on insignia. Give synopsis below 

I’d like to see that every member, with pins,  have a form OSG-3002 complete and with 

their personal papers of their next home, so tell me how this was accomplished in your 

chapter. 

 

Placement of official ribbon is Form INS-1000. 

 

Visit the national sight for pins that have been turned to the National Society with the 

death of members. The most recent list will be sent via e-mail, as this is constantly 

changing.  

The order of pins allowed on the official ribbon is form INS-1000. If the pin in question 

is not listed , it may belong on the 'right side ribbon'. These are NOT part of this 

committee, but generally the uppermost pins are the  most recent administration. 
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